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STATEMENT PRESENTED BY THE REPRESENTATIVE OP THE 
INTERNATIONAL CONFEDERATION OP FREE TRADE UNIONS (ICFTU) 

Tho ICFTU representing millions of organizod workers of tho world, oonvoys its 

boet grootings to tho prosont mooting of UNIDO. May wo stato, that tho world stands 

on tho ovo of tho Second Dovolopmont Decade and tho Board of UNIDO shall havo to 

discuss tho industrialization stratogy for the next years ahead. May wo emphasise 

that tho ICFTU was not only a major foroo bohind the ILO ;/orld Employment Programme, 

it was also supporting all offorts of UNIDO for establishing a rational 

industrialization policy. In this connexion the ICFTU has made many statements on 

the question of industrial development, and came to the following conclusions. 

Industrialization is the most dynamic factor in economic dovolopmont. With 

very fow exceptions, such as Donmark, Australia and Now Zealand, it was through 

industrialization that the most developed countries havo risen to their present 

wealth. In the developing oountries, industry must sooner or later beoome the most 

powerful motor of oconomic and social progress. Although no offorts should be 

spared to improvo the primary production of those oountrira, hho slow growth in 

import demand of the advanced areas for most primary produces has disproved the 

earlier views according to which national specialization in primary production 

oould raise the national income as effectively as industrial development. 

The industrialization polioy of each country must be adapted as much as 

possible, especially at tho early stages, to tho specific characteristics of that 

oountry (the size of its torritory and population, geographic situation natural 

resources, traditional skills, culture, accumulated capital, etc.). However, the 
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However, such a method of expediency yields results mort, spectacular than real. 

A rapid growth of overall productivity cannot be sustained unless productivity 

grows simultaneously in all circle of life. A speedy and continuous industrialization 

requires increasing productivity in agriculture for the purpose of providing man- 

power and raw materials for industry, food for the industrial workers and markets 

for industrial products. Unless this involved relationship between industrial 

anc1 agricultural development is taken into accourt in national economic policies, 

an over-widening gap appears between new industries and the neglected agriculture. 

Such a gap is not only socially harmful, it also hampers progress in the industrial 

sector itself. Among other things, it creates a conflict between the endeavour to 

croate employment opportunities and the endeavour to raise the level of wages in 

industry« while an expanding food production can easily meet much of the additional 

demand thus created, stagnating agriculture engenders inflation through a widoning 

gap betwoen the effoctivc demand and the supply of consumer goods. 

Industrialization is not just a mattor of ostablishmont of factorios, but 

rather a very involvod process resulting from a considerable number of factors 

within and without the industrial sector. Thio is clearly illustrated by the 

following facti as industry grows beyond its very first stages, the share of 

intermediate goods in total manufacturing output increases rapidly and this is 

mainly due to the growing demand of other economic sectors (agriculture, construction, 

transport, etc.) for such intermediate products; indeed, industries manufacturing 

such intermediate products as fertilisers, insecticides, cement, other building 

materials and petroleum products absorbed outside the manufacturing soctor, have 

been among the most dynamio in the roocnt exporience of many developing countries. 

In most cases, the developing oountrics'choice of industries is severely 

limited by the shortage of investment capital, both internal and external. A 

project which immobilizes too big a part of a nation»8 liquid rosourcos for too 

long a time will put a brake on its wholo economic life, even if it 3ccms to bo 

economically sound. 
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I      somotimos felt that such techniques might be advantageous for developing countries 

J      because that would enable  thero to achieve hi-h standards of qualit- and productivity 

j      without spending money on vocation?! trainin/r,  th: improvement of labour relations, 

i       higher wages, etc.    However,  this would be the most dangerous course of industrialisation 

which would not only dissociate industrial development and social progress but also 

insulate modern industries within the national economy, 30 that they would not 

further develop in other sectors,    .¡c know that the question is under the responsibility 

of ILO, but UNIDO should press for manpower training, before industrialization too. 

In connexion with all  efforts of industrialization the demand for a "third 

technology" is evident.     Here vre mean that the need for a labour-intensive 

technology is evident to us,  it is far less so in other quarters.    Particularly 

employers in developing countries still tend to believe that the introduction of the 

most modern machinery and automation techniques is the one sure short-cut to 

achieving high standards of quality and of raising efficiency and productivity 

without having to spend too much money on higher wages, vocational training of staff 

or the improvement of industrial relations.    They must be shown that this is a 

fallacy»   even from a puroly economic point of view it does not make sonso to import 

vory costly, complicated and delicate machines together with their highly-trained 

- and highly paid - maintenance staff, while neglecting the one advantago which is 

usually available in developing countries:    an abundant supply of labour.    Howovor, 

this argument only holds water if it can be clearly shown that bettor and cheaper 

results can be obtained by a judicious training and employment of that labour force. 

Governments in developing countries, who for prestige reasons are apt to 

favour the development of a few highly spectacular hypermodern industrial under- 

takings should be made to realize that such projects cannot make much difforenco 

to the national economy and will, at best, only oraploy a small proportion of tho 

national labour forco;  that it is, in fact, far more in their interest to create 

opportunities for giving productive employment to the groat mass of the population. 

3y making use of idle hands they can incourage the growth of an intornal market 

and give an important  ircpulsc to economic development, while, on the other hand, 

unemployment breeds frustration, dissatisfaction and political radicalism throatoninj 

the internal order. 
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Fiaally may we thank the UNIDO for its efforts tc integrate trade unions on 

national levels into the UNIDO national branches.   The ICPTU is proparcd to advise 

its affiliates in developing countries to join these UNIDO branches.    In rogard to 

spocial points laid do\m in the UNIDO roports may wc raise our voice again.    Our 

best wishes accompany all discussions of the UNIDO Board, because wo know that the 

proposed programmes of UNIDO will help to overcome social distress and economic 

problems in developing countries. 
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